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This short guide will help you get to grips with the basics of Yacapaca. 

Resources

Search our bank of 16,000+ quizzes for the resources you need. All resources are 
organised into a hierarchy like this: 

Drill down through the hierarchy, or use the built-in search. To help you choose, we 
rate courses by:
* Popularity: how often the course has been used over the past 12 months.
* Quality: a compound of various quality metrics.
* Reviews: how many reviews have been written about the course.

 
When you have found the quiz(zes) that best meets your immediate need, you can 
preview the contents and set it for your students. Yacapaca assumes that you want 
to set assessments for an entire student set in one go, but gives you control to 
excuse individual students before you confirm the assignment. 

When setting quizzes, the default (and generally good practice) is to allow students 
two attempts. Yacapaca assigns each student to a team of 2 or 3; you can double 
engagement by having prizes ready for the winning team!

Topic-based Homework can also be set via the Topics action menu.



Assignments  

This is your main page for managing Yacapaca assignments. Click on the filters at 
the top of the list to find just the items you want to work with.

Status

The  icon shows whether the assignment is visible to students or not. 

Due
Due dates in Yacapaca are absolute. Once the due date is reached, quizzes 
cannot be started. Assignments past due are shown in grey.

Student set
The student set and the number of students for whom the assignment has been set. 
See below for how a student set differs from a class.

Assigned
The name(s) of the quiz(zes) or task(s) assigned. An assignment may contain any 
number of items from a single course.

% Completed
The bar shows the proportion of students who have completed the work. The colour 
shows the type of work: quiz, ePortfolio, etc. Updated nightly.

Results menu

this menu appears only for quizzes
• Results in Detail: every answer, to every question, from every student.
• Teams Whiteboard: throw this up on your overhead projector whilst the 

students are taking a series of quizzes. It shows in realtime which team is 
winning. A great motivator! Also has an individual-student mode.

• Analyse: Immediately see which concepts the students have really 
understood, and which need to be readdressed. Drill down from the popup 
into a question-by-question detail view if needed.

• Analysis Whiteboard: share your analysis with the students in a plenary.



Actions menu

exact menu contents vary according to the assignment type
• Assign again: if you have several student sets all doing the same 

assignment, this is quicker than assigning via the Resources page.
• Hide: hides an assignment from the students' to-do lists. Great for controlled 

assessments!
• Edit: change parameters such as the due date, or allow extra attempts for 

individual students. Also use this to see more details about the assignment: 
by whom assigned, course, start date.

• Gradebook: see all grades for this student set, organised by date of 
assignment.

• ICT Baselines Markbook: only shown for ICT Baseline assignments. This 
links the individual quizzes to the overall grade. 

• Progress chart: graphs that analyse progress of individuals against that of 
the whole student set. Can be used on a whiteboard.

• Attainment by Topic: Track progress through the syllabus for the entire set. 
• Delete: Self-explanatory.

Offline assignments

Add the results of any assignment to immediately communicate them to your 
students, and to have them show up in students' progress charts, and Parent 
Reports. Group offline assignments into courses so they will appear together on the 
same Markbook page for easier analysis. You can backdate Offline Assignments to 
help make the progress trend clearer in a Parent Report.

Quick assignments

Send any assignment to your students online, and have it delivered back the same 
way. Attach a file if necessary. Group quick assignments into courses so they will 
appear together on the same Markbook page for easier analysis.



Students menu  

My Student Sets
A list of your student sets. Note that a student set need not be a class. It might also 
be a small group, or an entire year cohort. Click on any student set in the dropdown 
to access its gradebook.

Actions menu

exact menu contents vary according to the nature of the student set
• Edit student set: opens a new page to add or remove students from the set, 

and more.
• Copy student set: creates a duplicate of the set that you can then modify, for 

example by passing it to another department.
• Grade book: opens the gradebook, which show progress for every student 

in your selected grade scheme.
• Progress chart: interactive chart showing not just progress, but the trend for 

each student.
• Manage teams: update team memberships and rename teams. This is a 

whiteboard app so you can engage students emotionally to boost 
competitive spirit.

• Reset access key: the access key allows students to add themselves to the 
set. Reset it to prevent any further additions.

• Student ID cards: print out and cut up ID cards to enable students to sign in 
the first time.

• Delete set: this deletes the student set, but not the students' individual 
records, as the students may be members of other sets.

• Withdraw from set: if the set has multiple teachers you can't delete it. 
However, you can remove yourself and it will disappear from your interface.

• Topics for revision: update which topics have been covered so far, and we 
will automatically update students’ revision programmes. 

New Student Set
Use this to set up your students' accounts. Yacapaca will walk you through four 
clear stages to create a set.

1. Name the set and set the grade scheme, syllabus and other parameters.
2. Paste in student names and (optionally) data such as SEN, EAL, FSM from a 

spreadsheet.
3. Tell Yacapaca which columns contain which data.
4. Optionally print off ID Cards to help students log in the first time.



Student set types
• Formal: you enter the names of the students yourself, or copy them from 

another set. Use this in school.
• Casual: you publish the access key. Any student with that key can join the 

set. Use this for where you do not know the names of your students in 
advance. 

If starting from scratch, we recommend you use formal sets and copy student 
names direct from your old markbook spreadsheet. This keeps the names in both 
systems synchronised, and it is really quick and easy.

The Gradebooks
A gradebook appears for each student set once there is data to display. The 
gradebook shows all results for that student set for the period you select, the default 
being the last 365 days. It reports results in whatever gradescheme you have 
selected for the student set.

Click on any column in a gradebook to see what the assignment is, and then click 
again to get a detail view. 

Most of the buttons in the action bar repeat functions explained above. These are 
the unique functions:

Download a complete set of progress reports, one on each student, that can be 
sent to parents or used at parent-teacher evenings. 

Download all the results as a .csv file to upload into your own spreadsheet.

Invite another teacher from the school to co-teach the set.

If you have been selecting quizzes from the Topics lists rather than Courses, this 
shows progress for the whole set through the syllabus. A very fast way of spotting 
weaknesses. 

Shows a progress chart for each student, in a popup.

Full list of Students
Searchable list of your students. Drill down to a list of each student's assignments.



More...

A menu of additional features

Set a Quick Assignment
See under Assignments, above.

Add an Offline Assignment
See under Assignments, above.

Teachers in My School
See who else in your school already uses Yacapaca, and explore their profiles. 
The list is ordered by experience, so the teachers at the top of the list are those 
most likely to be able to help you master the system. Email them direct from the list. 
Currently for UK schools only.

ICT Baselines Markbook
You will only see this if you have assigned ICT Baselines. It allows you to 
aggregate multiple assignments into a single view. Use the filters at the top of the 
page to select the course, student set(s) and specific assignment(s) that you want to 
see results for. Click on any cell in the table to drill down into more detail.

Quizzes Markbook
Same as the quizzes markbook accessible from the Assignments page, but rather 
less-intuitive. 



Quiz Analysis
Same as the quiz analysis accessible from the Assignments page, but rather less-
intuitive. 

Peer Assessment Log
Formative feedback statements of up to 250 characters, written by your students to 
support other students around the world. 

My Courses (authors only)
A list of all the courses you have compiled, and a button to create a new one.

My Quizzes (authors only)
A list of all the quizzes you have authored, and a button to create a new one.

My Profile
How other teachers see you. A graded list of courses you have authored comments 
you have offered on other authors' courses.

My Account
Update your contact details and your photograph. The photo determines how 
students, parents and colleagues will see you, so use a good one!

My Subscriptions
Track your subscriptions, how many quizzes per month you may assign, and how 
many you have already assigned in the current month.

Buy Subscriptions
If you teach in a UK school, Yacapaca allocates you 250 assigned quizzes per 
month for free. For higher usage, buy a new subscription, or upgrade your current 
one.

Payment History
Self-explanatory.

Control my Emails
Yacapaca can notify you by email whenever actions are taken on Yacapaca that 
involve you. Control which of these are also emailed to you. 

Help
Does what it says on the tin.

Logout
Use this, if you don't want students to hijack your account whilst your back is turned.



Students Module
In Yacapaca, students have a separate login page and must use ID information 
provided by you.

To-do list

The default view. A list of all assignments, ordered by due date - most urgent at the 
top. The raw list just shows teacher (as photo), title and result. Mouse over any item 
form more information. Click on any item to begin the task.

Revision
Revision subjects appear at the top of the to-do list, provided revision is enabled for 
that student set. Students can revise as much as they want, whenever they want. 

Quiz
Students are permitted a certain number of attempts at each quiz. The default is 2; 
the teacher can change this when assigning. After this, the quiz will not be 
accessible. To prevent cheating, quizzes that are abandoned half way through 
count as completed, but no marks are awarded. Quizzes that are available to be 
started are shown in yellow. If shown in white, they are either completed or past 
due date. 

Chart

Get students more aligned with academic goals by showing them their performance 
over time. The chart shows the student's monthly average grades, plus a flightline 
to their target, if you have set one via the Gradebook. They can download a PDF to 
print or email to their parents.

Change password

Students are encouraged to replace the default login and password with one they 
find easier to remember.

Merge accounts

Students frequently find themselves assigned multiple accounts by different 
teachers. The Merge Accounts popup neatly prevents chaos.

Join a class

If you have issued an access key for one of your student sets, students can join the 
set here.
 



View archive

Completed and past-due-date items are automatically archived so that the to-do list 
remains fresh and relevant. Students can unarchive any item if they wish.

Points log

Many students are strongly motivated to earn points. Using the points log, they can 
work out what earns points and what doesn't. Points are awarded mainly for useful 
behaviour - for example, students earn extra points for doing their homework the 
day it is set. 

Logout

Please encourage students to log out at the end of a session. No end of pranks can 
be played by students who gain unauthorised access to each others' accounts. 
Whilst not usually serious, they can result in you wasting a lot of time trying to 
unscramble the results.

Where to get more help
• Mouse over the contextual help symbol where you see it.

• Write to Member Support via the  tab at the top of the 
page.

• Check the hints at the top right of the page.
• Look for new feature announcements in the blog http://blog.yacapaca.com/
• Search for Yacapaca on Facebook or Twitter.
• Check the Help Wiki http://wiki.yacapaca.com
• Look in the Teachers List http://yacapaca.com/teacher/school/ for your 

school and find a colleague to ask.
• Check your current usage by clicking the yellow dot at the top right of the 

page. 

http://blog.yacapaca.com/
http://wiki.yacapaca.com/
http://yacapaca.com/teacher/school/

